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They talk about different 
objects!



  

Event: a limited region in spacetime

system: limited in space (usually) 
but infinite in time
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Both theories include both concepts

GR: event is fundamental
system=succession of events

t
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QM: event=something that happens to a system
system is fundamental

Want covariance?!

Perhaps we need 
events 

to be fundamental!



  

GR: relates spacetime geometry to 
its energy-momentum content

it's a theory of events
(what GR talks about)
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This talk: what does it take to create a 
quantum theory for events?

Just a (possible) roadmap.
We don't have it (yet) 

(and maybe it can't be done)
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Textbook axiomatic formulation of QM:

(a) The state of the system is described by a unit vector          
      in a complex Hilbert space.
      The system's observable properties are described by 
      self-adjoint operators on that space.

(b) The state space of a composite system is given by the tensor
      product of the spaces of the component systems.

(c) The time evolution of an isolated system is described by a 
      unitary operator (Schroedinger eq)

(d) The probability that a measurement of a property A described
      by the operator with spectral decomposition 
      returns value a is given by the Born rule 

Time evolution of the state,
not of the system 

(Hilbert spaces don't evolve)

Systems are eternal

system!!

Textbook axiomatic formulation of QM:Textbook axiomatic formulation of QM:
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QFT resolves the asymmetry

1. Systems are (usually) of finite spatial extent but of infinite 
    temporal extent (eternal).

2. Space (position) is a q-number (usually), but time is a c-
number.

use fields: infinite BOTH spatially and temporally

BOTH are c-numbers in QFT

BUT.....
QFT cannot be used to quantize
gravity as is.
(Uses a global time and properties of infinite systems are undefined)
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Operators (in the Schroedinger picture) 
or states (in the Heisenberg picture) 

are evaluated at t=0

because time is a post-selected quantity in QM

WHY?!?

TIME=“What is shown on a (classical) 
            clock that is used as reference 
            for the experiment”

The state of the system given that the clock shows t

Conditional probabilities!!

=p(x|t)
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A quantum theory of
events....

... that still retains the axiomatic 
formulation we all know and love!!

(It has been tested to incredible accuracy)

Is this possible? Probably....
e.g. time can be promoted to a q-number 
using constrained QM [quantum time: PRD 92, 045033]

(a first step in this program)
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A quantum theory of
events....

(i.e. event=undefined primitive notion)

Event=intersections of world-lines [e.g. MTW]

(avoids the hole argument: a physical definition of event)

NOT GOOD: q events are not very intuitive, need a definition

NOT GOOD: world lines (trajectories) don't exist in QM
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A quantum theory of
events....

(good for QM, but still based on systems?
classical limit unclear)
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starting point: 

what is a q event?
Textbook definitions for event:

A quantum theory of
events....
A quantum theory of
events....

Can we use conventional QM?
NO! It's schizophrenic:

● Trajectories in space do not exist
● Trajectories in time DO exist!

A quantum theory of
events....
A quantum theory of
events....

Particle emitted at position A at time t
A
, detected at position B at time t

B

A B
The particle does not cross all intermediate positions (double-slit paradoxes)

The particle crosses all 
intermediate times: 

From - to + !!!!

Is this reasonable?!?! In GR?

The big bang was a finite 
number of seconds ago.....
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what is a q event?
Textbook definitions for event:
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events....
A quantum theory of
events....

Desiderata for a definition
Must be able to describe q superpositions 
                                        of events

“The event A has happened in a q superposition of two 
spacetime points v and w”: |A

v
>+|A

w
>”

t

x

v

w

Superpositions imply complementarity
“spacetime energy-momentum”?!?
(complementary to spt position).

Classical limit for Ehrenfest theorem

Textbook definitions for event:

Desiderata for a definition
Must be able to describe q superpositions 
                                        of events

“The event A has happened in a q superposition of two 
spacetime points v and w”: |A

v
>+|A

w
>

Possibly: the energy-momentum 
content of some quantum reference 

frame?
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Desiderata for a q theory of events
1. The states-observables axiom replaced by event axiom:

   Need: a Hilbert space for events.

● superposition implies spacetime energy-
momentum

● uncertainty: connects events' spacetime 
extension with their energy-momentum
t

x

Heisenberg-Robertson: spatial extension

Mandelstam-Tamm: temporal extension

q event
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in QM they refer to the law of composition of probability amplitudes 
for measurements  
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probability is not the product

Dependent events are necessary if one wants to define

system=“a succession of events”.

[Aharonov, Popescu, Tollasken]
[Fitzsimons, Jones, Vedral] 

Dependent events are necessary if one wants to define

system=“a succession of events”.
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Desiderata for a q theory of events
3. The dynamics axiom (Sch.eq)  replaced by a shift in perspective:

   Need: a theory that does not make predictions
              in time. (See GR)

Newton Schema:

1. Initial state
2. Evolution through a dynamics eq. (e.g. Sch. eq.)
3. Predictions

Lagrange Schema:
1. Boundary conditions
2. Global (spacetime) equation
3. Predictions

QM
GR's Hamiltonian 
      formulation
      (geometrodynamics)

GR's covariant 
      formulation
Fermat's princ.

[Smolin] [Wharton]
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Desiderata for a q theory of events
3. The dynamics axiom (Sch.eq)  replaced by a shift in perspective:

   Need: a theory that does not make predictions
              in time. (See GR)

Problem from the measurement problem?

Probably not!

Describe a measurement as an interaction with the 
apparatus (von Neumann's prescription) and the Born rule 
gives the correct statistics (even for multiple measurements) 

[quantum time: PRD 92, 045033]
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Alice's lab
Bob's point 
of view

U

Use von Neumann's quantum mechanics! 
(Born's rule and all that)

While we do admit that a unitary description of a 
measurement apparatus must exist, we still work in the 
conventional quantum framework.



  

Desiderata for a q theory of events
1. The states-observables axiom replaced by event axiom:

   Need: a Hilbert space for events.
2. The tensor product axiom replaced by a multiple events axiom:

   Need:a law of composition of events
           a def. q system=succession of events

3. The dynamics axiom (Sch.eq)  replaced by a shift in perspective:

   Need: a theory that does not make predictions
              in time. (See GR)

A successful theory for q events would satisfy 
these and give rise to the usual axiomatic 
formulation of QM (in the appropriate limits)

Desiderata for a q theory of events
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few events after big bang
many events today

... but the systems do not change

The standard formulation gives a silly narrative: 

“A larger number of events happen to the same number of systems”

(technically: continuous nature and infinities of QFT)

We should be able to do better than that...

Why change QM and not GR?!?
(like everyone else does!!!)

The expansion of the universe (or FLRW metrics)

“A larger number of events happen to the same number of systems”
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we know that QM cannot deal with CTCs

we know that GR has CTCs

A good testbed for a q GR?

Goedel universe!

[Deutsch] [PRL. 106, 040403]



  

we know that QM cannot deal with CTCs

we know that GR has CTCs

they won't go away in a quantum GR
(they appear in macroscopic scenarios where q  
corrections are certainly negligible)

A good testbed for a q GR?

Goedel universe!

[Deutsch] [PRL. 106, 040403]
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What is a CTC?

CTC=Closed Timelike Curve is a closed trajectory 
in space-time Following a CTC an object 

can interact with its own past

CTCs typically form around massive rotating objects: frame dragging bends the null cones.

We currently don't know whether our universe contains any such object

... but in any case, they are quite typical in GR



  

Conclusions: What did I say?

● GR     Events
●QM      Systems

talk of different 
objects

● What is a quantum event? Can 
we base QM on events instead 
of systems?

● What does a q theory of events 
look like? Three desiderata

● What do we gain?



  

Take home message

To join QM and GR 
maybe we need a 

quantum theory of 
events

Lorenzo Maccone
maccone@unipv.it

q events: work in progress
quantum time:

PRD 92, 045033
Pauli objection:
Found. Phys. 47, 1597 
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